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Kamala Harris met with pro-abortion lawmakers in Pennsylvania over the weekend and essentially

said that unborn babies are not “real human beings.”

Harris met with Pennsylvania lawmakers in Philadelphia on Saturday, in a state where there is the

potential for a post-Dobbs law protecting babies from abortions if voters elect a pro-life governor to

go along with the pro-life state legislature.

Harris joined more than 40 state lawmakers and members of Congress for a roundtable discussion.

There, she implied that the only people who are “real human beings” involved in the discussion of

abortion and the recent SCOTUS decision are the women who have abortions — completely and

totally ignoring the humanity of unborn children.

“We have heard more public recent stories about what this means to real people, real human

beings. Not to mention the stories that have not been told and have yet to be told,” Harris said,

condemning the Supreme Court decision to overturn Roe.

But 41 quotes from medical textbooks prove that human life begins at conception and that babies

before birth are human beings.
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“Human life begins at fertilization, the process during which a male gamete or sperm

(spermatozoo developmentn) unites with a female gamete or oocyte (ovum) to form a single

cell called a zygote. This highly specialized, totipotent cell marked the beginning of each of

us as a unique individual.” “A zygote is the beginning of a new human being (i.e., an

embryo).”

Keith L. Moore, The Developing Human: Clinically Oriented Embryology, 7th edition.

Philadelphia, PA: Saunders, 2003. pp. 16, 2.

Landrum B. Shettles, M.D., P.h.D. was �rst scientist to succeed at in vitro fertilization. He adds:“The

zygote is human life….there is one fact that no one can deny; Human beings begin at conception.”

SUPPORT LIFENEWS! To help us stand against Joe Biden’s abortion agenda, please help

LifeNews.com with a donation!

Despite these scienti�c facts, Harris claims killing babies in abortions is a human right.

“The impact of this moment and what so-called leaders are doing in states around our country is

having a direct impact on so many people who should have a right to make the most intimate

decision that one could make,” Harris said.

Harris called on Senate Democrats to scrap the �libuster temporarily so they can pass a bill to make

abortions legal up to birth nationwide. House Democrats passed their version of the bill on Friday.

“I think we all know and applaud our president saying he will not allow the �libuster to get in the

way of doing what is necessary in that regard,” Harris said. “Short of that, what happens in terms of

recognizing that the court has acted? Now Congress needs to act.”

As LifeNews reported, the Supreme Court has overturned Roe v. Wade, with a 6-3 majority ruling in

the Dobbs case that “The Constitution does not confer a right to abortion” — allowing states to ban

abortions and protect unborn babies. The high court also ruled 6-3 uphold the Mississippi 15-week

abortion ban so states can further limit abortions and to get rid of the false viability standard.

Chief Justice John Roberts technically voted for the judgment but, in his concurring opinion,

disagreed with the reasoning and said he wanted to keep abortions legal but with a new standard.

Texas and Oklahoma had banned abortions before Roe was overturned and Missouri became the

�rst state after Roe to protect babies from abortions and South Dakota became the 2nd.

Then Arkansas became the third state protecting babies from abortions and Kentucky became the

4th and Louisiana became the 5th and Ohio became the 6th and Utah became the 7th and

Oklahoma became the 8th and Alabama became the 9th. This week, Mississippi became the 10th

and South Carolina became the 11th,Texas became the 12th with its pre-Roe law and Tennessee

became the 13th.

Michigan, Wisconsin and West Virginia have old pro-life laws on the books but there is question

about whether they are applicable and will be enforced.

Ultimately, as many as 26 states could immediately or quickly ban abortions and protect babies

from certain death for the �rst time in nearly 50 years.
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The 13 total states with trigger laws that would e�ectively ban all or most abortions are: Arkansas,

Idaho, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, Mississippi, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota,

Tennessee, Texas, Utah and Wyoming.

“Abortion presents a profound moral question. The Constitution does not prohibit the citizens of

each State from regulating or prohibiting abortion. Roe and Casey arrogated that authority. We now

overrule those decisions and return that authority to the people and their elected representatives,”

Alito wrote.

“Roe was egregiously wrong from the start. Its reasoning was exceptionally weak, and the decision

has had damaging consequences,” Alito wrote. “And far from bringing about a national settlement

of the abortion issue, Roe and Casey have en�amed debate and deepened division.”

This is a landmark day for the Pro-Life movement and our entire nation. After staining the moral

fabric of our country for nearly 50 years, Roe v. Wade is no more.

Justices Sonia Sotomayor, Elena Kagan and Stephen Breyer authored a joint dissent condemning

the decision as enabling states to enact “draconian” restrictions on women.

Polls show Americans are pro-life on abortion and a new national poll shows 75% of Americans

essentially agree with the Supreme Court overturning Roe.
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